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SUNFLOWER

(Sunflower Maid)

Words by
HARRY B. SMITH &
FRANCIS WHEELER

Music by
L. EYSOLDT

I dream of you, my Sun-flow'r Maid, You seem as tho' you were a-

fraid, Of roses—— and of tulips, rare; With you—— my dear they
don't com-pare. I saw pret-ty curls of gold-en shade, That's
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MY ELECTRIC GIRL
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Moderato

Piano

Voice

There's a little girl, her eyes sparkle fire,

When you take her hand, love turns on the wire. Every time she smiles, the
current is higher, When by her side, You are electric
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This electric girl has some winning way,
Her electric glances turn night to day;

With a little smile she steals hearts away,
Her eyes are like a flash of lightning,
She gives you just one look, and you'll say:
Chorus

“I don’t care what becomes of me, I’m “shock”

full of electricity. When I meet your

eye, I see the bright sparks fly, That flash! dash! E-

lee-tric girl of mine!” mine.”
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The Lovelight In Your Eyes

Words by
HARRY B. SMITH and FRANCIS WHIFFEN

Music by
ARNOLD JOHNSON

Chorus

I have seen the love-light in your eyes, dear,

Shining there for me. The night is still

Whisper, will you sing love's melody?
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Mother In Ireland

By GERALD GRIFFIN

HERMAN KAHN

AND TOMMY LYMAN

Chorus

St. John's in Ireland, I see you thru tears,

Try so bravely to hide all your fears, Since

I've been away very plainly I see, How
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DOWN IN MARYLAND
I GAVE YOU UP
WHO'S SORRY NOW

MOTHER IN IRELAND
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BEALE STREET MAMMA
BELLA DONNA
KEEP OFF MY SHOES

DON'T THINK YOU'LL BE MISSED
SOMEBODY SOMEHOW SOMEDAY
TOMORROW
YOU GAVE ME YOUR HEART
IF YOU DON'T THINK SO YOU'RE CRAZY
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